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6 Apartheid, 1948-1961 

The Nationalist Mission 

Striking documentary film footage records the ageing but wiry 
Jan Smuts descending the steps of the Union buildings in 
Pretoria in 1948 to take his leave following his election defeat. 
His place on the hill of power, in the building designed by 
Baker on a koppie overlooking the valley of Pretoria, was 
taken by D. F. Malan-for over thirty years a 'solid, conserva
tive' nationalist. This was a moment when white politics mat
tered deeply. For fifty years South Africa had been ruled by 
men who cut their political teeth at the turn of the century in 
the politics of the South African War and the compromises of 
Union. In retrospect, they appear relatively pragmatic. But the 
age of the generals was over and that of the ideologues and 
technocrats had begun. These were men who came of age in 
the inter-war depression years-a time of extremes. 

In very many areas, Malan's now Herenigde (Reunited) 
National Party (HNP) built its policy on the foundations of the 
segregationist legacy laid by Rhodes and Milner, Kruger and 
Shepstone, Hertzog, Smuts, and Creswell. But the Nationalist 
government contained new elements. It aimed to reverse the 
relaxation of authority by Smuts and to meet new challenges 
with a tighter set of racial policies. Moreover, although Malan 
was committed to the parliamentary process based on a white 
franchise, the Nationalists were increasingly prepared to stretch 
the system to its limits. If Smuts had been too prone to 
compromise, the new rulers of South Africa pursued their aims 
with conviction and self-righteousness. There is a book to be 
written about unimplemented legislation in the country but the 
Nationalists were, at least initially, more determined and more 
confident of state power than most of their predecessors. 
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·• ... 'Ap~th;id bec~~~:~o:doriiin~/a.fe~t~~e:·of life o;er the ~eit .. ., . 
forty _ years that it must be intrinsic to a description and ·' 
understanding of this period. It gave South African society a _:·. i 
distinctive profile and a long shadow. Although segregationist i· ·:. 

attitudes in earlier decades may have been more: stringent than , , 
in many other colonies, or in the USA, they were not vastly .;; \ 
different. Apartheid was a more intense system and increas- ··· 
ingly jarred in an era of decolonization and majority rule. The _:; 
South African government was by no means the only authori-
tarian regime in the world, but it rejected an all-embracing 
nationalism and enshrined racial distinctions-anathema in the • 
post-holocaust and post-colonial' world-at the heart of its 
legislative prog·ramme, and political projects. Despite many 
articulate exiles, it took more than two decades for inter-
national criticism to make an impact; when it did, apartheid 
was the issue. 

Yet it is wrong to conceive of South Africa in this period 
simply in terms of apartheid. At its height in the 1960s, 
Verwoerd so closely defined his goals and so systematically 
attempted to engineer them that they were often mistaken for 
reality. Angry black autobiographers and anguished white 
academics highlighted racial prejudice, poverty, the formidable 
legislative programme, and the contorted social results of 
apartheid. But important changes were taking place which, 
though influenced by . state policy, should not simply be sub
sumed in a discussion of apartheid. One was population growth; 
another was African urbanization. Apartheid was in part 
designed to control urbanization and its ultimate failure to do 
so has played a central role in the demise of the policy. The 
related erosion of old communities and ways of life on the·land 
was traumatic, even if it was hardly new or unique to South 
Africa. With ever greater finality, the bulk of the population 
was sucked into modes of living which demanded new forms o,f 
consumption. As blacks lost their rural ballast, so the social 
and class divisions both within their communities and the 
society as ·a whole were further recast. 

Although the classic colonial commodities of gold, minerals, 
raw materials, and crops continued to dominate exports, the 
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country was becb~ng a m<;-dium-sized industrial power, like . . 
Australia, Koi:ea, Mexico, or Brazil, with a great range of 
domestic manufactures. It was served, sometimes savaged, by 
an elaborate and ever more diverse bureaucracy. Ox-wagons 
had given South Africa an enormous advantage in communi
cations over Jhe rest of Africa at the turn of the century. 
Now road, raii, telecommunication, and air networks-though 
they were not universally accessible-continued to distinguish 
it on the continent. The Nationalists liked to think of the 
country in these terms: a conservative but modern industrial, 
capitalist, western-oriented nation. It was not quite that. Yet 
some of the features of the social and economic landscape 
delineated in the apartheid era might remain even when the 
system finally goes. At issue for many historians and social 
scientists considering this period has been the link between 
industrialization, modernization, and the repressive racial order 
(Chapters 7 and 8). 

This chapter focuses on the more· immediate impact of the 
Nationalist government. A powerful strand in the writing about 
Afrikaners emphasizes their preoccupation with their own 
nationhood and identity, rather than their ·policy towards 
blacks. 

If there was any dominant ideology it was one that stressed the values 
of volkseenheid (unity), which transcended class or regional (the 
North-South antagonism) differences, and volksverbondenheid, the 
notion that the realization of the full human potential comes not from 
individual self-assertion but through identification with and service of 
the volk. (Adam and Giliomee, II6) 

Malan and his successors were indeed deeply committed to 
unity, anti-imperialism, and anti-communism. But the rhetoric 
of cultural solidarity sat easily with racial exclusivity and the 
use of ethnic power for economic gain. 

Nationalist politicians did not have a complete blueprint 
·when they arrived in office in 1948. The way in which their 
legislative programme unfolded over the decades was influ• 
enced by contending interests in the party, by contingencies, 
crises, and the pattern of opposition. From the outset, the 
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meaning of apartheid was disputed. Some intellectuals held by 
the chimera of total separation, including economic separation, 
dispensing as far as possible with black labour. More pragmatic 
views, not in themselves uncontested, always dominated. Farm
ers, for a start, could not conceive of managing without black 
workers. But the purists were influential in maintaining ideo
logical goals and justifications.· These tensions were often 
creative-contributing to a complex political ideology which 
could both be a creed for followers and remain attuned to the 
changing interests of support groups and opponents. 

Succeeding Prime Ministers also modified policy. D. F. 
Malan, the architect of revived Afrikanerdom, was rooted in 
the Cape movement. He is usually characterized as a man 
concerned most with Afrikaner identity and culture. Neverthe
less, his commitment to segregating coloured people in the 
Cape and other early racial legislation set the parameters for 
apartheid and resulted in acute political tension in his period of 
office. He was also pressed by more extreme interests in the 
party to appoint Venvoerd as Minister of Native Affairs in 
1950. Malan was succeeded on his death by J. G. Strydom 
( I 954-8), the 'lion of the north', an adept politician and skilled 
populist speaker, representing powerful Transvaal factions 
including white workers and farmers. He was less cautious in 
articulating the ideology of race and republic. 

. Apartheid in its broader conception has increasingly become 
associated with H.F. Verwoerd. As Minister of Native Affairs 
from 1950 and Prime Minister from 1958 to 1966, he dominated 
policy towards Africans. Partly educated in Germany, Ver
woerd had been a professor of Psychology at the University of 
Stellenbosch before he moved north in 1937 as editor of Die 
Transvaler. Fiercely ambitious and inexhaustible, he became a 
republican and Broederbonder, but retained the sociological 
approach and language honed in his academic yea.rs. His 
concern for logical explanation, systematic theory, and social 
engineering-'a single constructive plan'-was the hallmark of 
his approach. He-was one of those ideologues who had shifted 
away from the language of baasskap to mould apparently more 
justifiable notions of separate cultures, nations, and 'home-
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lands'. 'Natives' became Bantu, a word derived from Xhosa/ 
Zulu for 'people'; apartheid became 'separate development'. 

Whatever apartheid came to mean, party statements and 
documents over many years .agreed on the irreducible aims of 
the 'maintenance and protection' of Afrikanerdom, white 
power, and the w~ite race. Even if biological racism was not 
explicitly p·art of Nationalist rhetoric, its crude assumptions 
suffused everyday white language. Nationalist politicians were 
far more ready to exploit white fears of what was called 
'miscegenation'. The killing blow in a political argument was, 
put delicately: would you let your daughter marry a black man? 
A staunch Afrikaner republican admitted 'that he was better 
able to raise money for the party by mentioning the fact that 
white women were dancing with black men in Cape Town, than 
by stressing the republican issue' (Moodie, Afrikanerdom, 250). 
Hostility to 'miscegenation' addressed the formal concerns 
about racial electoral power which might be diluted by the 
long-term arithmetic of mixing. It played on deeply set notions 
of purity, especially that of white women, and Social Darwinist 
fears that mixing would result in racial decline. 

Such concerns quickly materialized in legislation: the Mixed 
Marriages Act (1949) and the Immorality Act (1950) which 
prohibited marriage and extramarital sex across racial bound
aries. It was not unusual for white men, including Afrikaner 
men in the rural areas, to have sex with black women. These 
relationships often expressed patriarchal domination over ser
-vants and other subordinated women rather than mutual affec
tion. Legal controls in this sphere partly reflected a desire_ for 
social discipline of whites who strayed from the fold. But black 
women could also suffer harshly and unfairly from conviction. 
Court cases attracted wide publicity, especially from English
language newspapers which ridiculed snooping policemen w~o 
sought evidence for conviction by feeling beds (for warmt~) m 
early-morning house raids. Relationships across colour lmes 
were a central .theme for critical novelists because they encap
sulated in a personal narrative some of the country's most 
dramatic social tensions. 

In 1950 the Population Registration Act provided for com-
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pulsory racial classification on a national register, Documents [ }f including new white seats in Namibia and, in an echo of.· 
would be issued to all stating their racial group; a Race · Krugerite politics, delays on citizenship for immigrants. Most 
Classification Board would adjudicate disputed cases. This 1 ;• important, the Nationalists removed coloured voters-at about 
insistence on ascription by race which increasingly determined 50,000, more than the total of African voters in 1936-from 
public and private rights, as well as highly intrusive state the common roll. 
regulation, seemed to epitomize the archaic imperatives of. Coloured people, perhaps the most likely potential allies had 
Afrikanerdom. whites offered them full political rights, were amongst the 

Legislation and Reaction 

The HNP's apartheid edifice can be conceived as resting on 
seven pillars: starker definition of races; exclusive white partici~ 
pation and control in central political institutions (and repres
sion of those who challenged this); separate institutions or 
territories for blacks; spatial segregation in town and country
side; control of African movement to cities; tighter division in 
the labour market; and segregation of amenities and facilities 
of all kinds from universities. to park benches. Politicians 
insisted that there were only two alternatives: integration and 
the submersion of whites; or the increasingly elaborate system 
of apartheid. 

In the early stages of their legislative journey, the National
ists had very real concerns about their capacity to maintain 
power. They rapidly Afrikanerized the state both to provide 
jobs and to ensure a pliant bureaucracy. Key English-speakers 
in spheres such as the army, military intelligence, the South 
African Railways and Harbours, broadcasting, African admi1,1R 
istration, and the economic bureaucracy were sidelined or 
retired. An explicit attempt was made to fill Native Affairs 
posts with Broederbond members or party supporters. Afrika
ners were gradually appointed to top posts in the rapidly 
expanding civil service; few English•speakers saw this as a 
career. The ethos of public service became more closely identi
fied with the Nationalist project. 

Neither was their parliamentary position, resting initially on 
a minority of the white vote, secure; in 1953 the vote for the 
opposition parties, at about 54 per cent, remained stable. A 
variety of manceuvres were designed to entrench co1;1trol, 
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•~, primary victims of the early apartheid years. In poorer Cape 
suburbs, 'radal' barriers remained relatively porous; coloured 
people occupied common residential areas along the Peninsu
la's Main Road. Nationalists had agitated for their segregation 
since the 1930s. Classification under the Population Registra
tion Act caused enormous confusion and misery, with many 
uncertain -cases · and split families. There was no possible 
geographic 'homeland' for coloured people and it was difficult 
to develop a discourse of separate nationhood for the Cape's 
working class. Nevertheless, the Nationalists were so obsessed 
with making 'race' and nation congruent that they explicitly set 
out to intensify coloured self-awareness: 'one can only hope to 
succeed if one develops that sense of national awareness and 
that sense of pride in himself and his people'. They hoped to 
win support by giving preference to coloured people over 
Africans in the employment markets of the western Cape. 

The policy of separation was driven especially hard down the 
long and tortuous route to disenfranchisement. Malan argued 
that South African parliamentary sovereignty was no longer 
restricted by the entrenched status of the Cape franchise clause 
in the 'Imperial' South Africa Act. In 1951 the Separate 
Representation of Voters Act passed through parliament: col
oured people were to have four elected white representatives. 
With typical insensitivity, given the severe problems of alcohol
ism amongst·the Cape working class, the Minister of Interior, 
Donges, likened this to four full bottles of wirie rather than 
fifty-five empties. 

The Act sparked a wave of protest amongst both whites and 
blacks which alongside the Defiance Campaign was perhaps the 
most widespread in the early apartheid years. Mass white 
opposition may seem surprising in that the UP had proposed 
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only to protect, not extend, the existing vote and did not allow 
coloured people to become full party members. But the UP 
clearly had some electoral self-interest in defending the fran~ 
chise. Moreover, many of its supporters were ex-servicemen 
who had fought the war for democracy against Fascism. Even 
if their version of democracy for blacks ·was etiolated, they saw 
the 'rule of law' and constitutionalism as part of a distinctly 
British and civilized heritage. Many Nationalists had openly 
supported Fascism or had not fought in the war. They were 
now going beyond 'constitutional political conduct and solemn 
promises made to coloured people at the time of Union'-the 
compromises which salved the consciences of English-speaking 
white South Africans. 

White anger found its outlet in the War Veterans' Torch 
Commando which organized motorcades, rallies, and dramatic 
torchlight processions in 1951. The symbolism of the movement 
was peculiar in that it evoked the commando and Fascist 
torchlight parades rather than dominion parliamentarianism. -. 
Perhaps this was one last attempt to ·capture icons which might 
appeal to the mass of Afrikaans-speaking South African whites. 
The Torch Commando agreed to put its efforts into the re
election of the UP in 1953 and when that failed the movement 
dissipated. The white opposition was soon to fragment. The 
UP, uncertain and compromised in its policy, lost support first 
to the right. In 1959 its liberal wing broke away as the 
Progressive Party. In 1953 a more radical Liberal Party bad 
been formed while some of the white left allied with· the 
Congress movement. The white Labour Party faded away along 
with its English-speaking working-class constituency. 

Black protests were more splintered. A Communist Party 
and Congress-linked Franchise Action Committee (FRAC) did 
organize large rallies in Cape Town, as well as a strike, but the 
Torch Commando refused .to co-ordinate activities with it. 
FRAC aimed not to defend the constitution, but to extend the 
franchise and the Congress alliance soon shifted its concern 
towards the Defiance Campaign. The Cape-based Unity move
ment (NEUM), with a strong following amongst both coloured 
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than confrontation and were also unable to find sufficient 
common ground for an alliance with FRAC. Their influential 
local paper, the· Torch, maintained a scathing commentary on· 
South Africa's 'herrenvolk' rulers. 

The main organization of coloured voters, acting with the 
UP and white-liberal lawyers, challenged the Act in court and 
succeeded in having it invalidated by a relatively liberal Appel~ 
late Division. An unprecedented and bitter constitutional crisis 
was only resolved when Strydom succeeded in passing the Act 
with a two-thirds majority in 1956 after packing the Senate with 
nominated supporters. New judges were appointed to the 
_Appellate Division. In the 196os the government pushed col
oured representation further towards the African pattern by 
removing the four white seats and creating a separate Coloured 
Council with ·some control over local government. The euphe
mistically named Prohibition of Improper Political Interference 
Act of 1967_ outlawed most political activity across racial lines. 

A parallel issue peaked in the Nationalist drive finally to 
segregate the railways in the early 1950s. Effective separation 
on mainline passenger trains was long entrenched, but station 
platforms and suburban trains in the Cape were not so tightly 
controlled. Increased usage of first-class carriages by black 
people at a time when some suburbs were being Afrikanerized 
irked Nationalists who decided to bring Cape Town into line. 
The language of racial inferiority and exclusion was used as 
unselfconsciously in this debate as it was on the franchise 
question. One politician argued that mixing on the railways 
might make South Africa like another Brazil. Brief encounters 
at railway station cafes were unlikely to have produced many 
'mixed' marriages, but the sentiment expressed the stark 
alternativ~ in Nationalist thinking. Blacks were excluded from 
the main concourses of the new Johannesburg and Cape Town 
stations; ticket offices, platforms, subways, and bridges as well 
as carriages were racially reserved. 

Railway segregation was significant beyond the station gates. 
Challenges to these rules in court, co-ordinated by the ANC, 
produced another anti-apartheid legal victory. In 1953 the 
Appellate Division asserted the principle (not enforced before) 






















